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Beamforming microphone array manual

Power Requirements Over Ethernet (PoE), Class 0 Power Consumption13 W, a maximum of 9 W 25 C, typicalWeightApprox. 2 lb 3.2 ounces (1 kg) (basic unit only) Approximately 2 pounds 14 ounces (1.3 kg) (with ceiling bracket) DimensionsΦ: Approximately. 240 mm (9 1/2 inches)Height: Approximately 50 mm (2 inches)Control browser (MAS-
A100)Google ChromeOperating range temperatures0-40 degrees CelsiusPerative humidity 20% to 80 % (no condensation)Storage temperature- 20 to 60 euros (-4 degrees Fahrenheit) Humidity storage20% to 80% (not allowed condensation)Supplied accessoriesCeiling bracket (1) Safety rules (1) Safety rules (1) 3) Pattern (1) 1 2 Table Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2 1 Content Table 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this
banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. Thank you for downloading the microphone array of beamforming tools! This is the Matlab library of microphone arrays and beam shapes developed during our research. Therefore, we share with researchers a tool that they can use to promote
their work, not necessarily the flawless implementation of Matlab. This file explains the basic principles of the toolkit. Different files are organized in subflanders depending on their purpose. LICENSE MIT (see LICENSE file) Citation This toolkit was implemented to create a simulation of the array of microphones described in Blanco Galindo, M., Coleman, P.,
Jackson P. J.B .2020). The geometry of the microphone array for horizontal capture of the spatial sound object with the help of a beam form. In the journal of the Society of Audio Engineering, 68 (5), 324--337. Where appropriate, users of the toolkit are encouraged to refer to the above article. Contact Miguel Blanco Galindo - mblancogalindo@gmail.com
Philip Coleman, Institue Recordings, University of Surrey - p.d.coleman@surrey.ac.uk TestBeamfoming script To begin with, open the TestBeamforming file.m in subfolder scripts. This file will be the starting point for implementing high-level tools. Make sure you add folder and all subfolders in your Matlab way. TestBeamforming.m does it by default.
TestBeamforming structure.m as follows: Specify the array (s) to be used. Setting up array modeling conditions and calculating the array is diverse. Set up beam modeling conditions and calculate beam weights and score indicators. Beam plot/evaluation metrics for analysis. Array geometry: Choose from: (широкая сторона), linear_ef (конечный огонь),
круговой, двухкруглый, многокруглый, квадратный, прямоугольный, circular_grid, circular_rigid_sphere, circular_rigid_cylinder, stacked_circular (вертикально сложенный круговой), круговой), spherical, spherical_rigid_sphere. Number of microphones Radius Potential simulation errors such as positioning shift, calibration error and self-noise sensor can
be turned on. To override all simulatiuon errors with a single attribute, install SensorOffet (according to TestBeamforming.m). The design of the array is based on configArray call settings. The result is an array of cells called ConfigAllArrays, which has information about the above settings. In addition, you can transfer the positions of the MicPos microphone to
the arbitrary array on the innumerable line 52 (and commenting on line 50 of). Set up and calculate an array of diverse supply of additional information configAllArrays that we just created. This information is mainly related to the ArrayManifold calculation, so it is included in a field called ArrayMan in this variable: LookDistance: select from a far field (to spread
flat waves) or a focal point center (for the distribution of point sources). SteerSpace: Choose from 2Daz, 2Del (horizontal and vertical cylindrical sound fields respectively) or 3D (spherical sound field) SteerGrid: for 3D SteerSpace you can choose SteerGrid. SteerGrid.Type sets up a sampling scheme. Choose from: Single (almost uniform), Lebedev,
Equilateral, Gaussian, TruncatedIcosahedron. SteerGrid.Points sets the number of sampling points. Depending on the type of SteerGrid.Type, SteerGrid.Points can be adjusted to find the nearest possible values, or throw an error (e.g. Lebedev, if it is not within its default set). AzResolution: It is easier for 2Daz to specify the number of sampling points in
azimuth. Set ElResolution to 1. ElResolution: It's easier for 2Del to specify the number of sampling points in height. Set AzResolution to 1. PerformerDistance: distance from the sound source (when LookDistance is equal to only the focal point) PerformerAngle: the height or azimuth angle of the plane when SteerSpace is 2Daz or 2Del, respectively, and
LookDistance is equal only to the focal point. The filter is another Config field in relation to the frequency vector (and then on the beam form), with the following fields: Fs: sampling frequency. FreqMode: Select one of the discrete frequencies for the individual vector or filter for the FFT vector from 0 to Fs/2 evenly selected. Nfft: Number of FFT points for the
FreqMode filter. FreqVector: frequency vector. Calculate an array of diversity based on settings above the GetArrayManifold call. Setting and calculating beam weights and evaluating Additonal settings for the filter field in Config: Method: is a radiation-shaped method (s). Use an array of cells to be compatible with multiple methods. Choose from: ds (delay
and amount), sda (super-directional array), mvdr (minimal response distortion variance), lcmv (linearly contrasted minimum variance), acc (acoustic contrast control) ls (least squares). ls: if the ls method is needed, additional parameters are needed: ls.mode: type of target pattern. Choose from hypercardioids, cardioids or chebyshev. ls.order: order of the
target template as an integer. Ls. Equalizer: the ability to call to call responding to the direction of the view when the inversion rolls off the beam. RegMethod: A type of approach to regularization. Choose from: external (explicit diagonal load normalization option) or wnglimit (lower security boundary based on white amplification noise (WNG) restriction).
RegParam: RegMethod value. If RegMethod is equal to the external, it is the regularization of the diagonal load, and if it is equal to wnglimit, it is the WNG limit in dB (where positive values imply an increase in reliability when the beam output). Field Scene defines the following under the fields: Goals: values corresponding to target sources. Targets.Gain:
amplitude of equivalent target source (s) (in natural units). Goals. L x 2, where L is the number of directions of view and 2 refers to height and azimuth (in this order). Interferers: values corresponding to the sources of intervention (if necessary for beam type such as MVDR and LCMV). Interferers.Gain: amplitude of equivalent source of intervention (s) (in
natural units). Interferers.Angle: Corners of the Target Source (s). L x (2'I), where I am the number of indications. Thus, for each direction of the view there will be a row of height and azimuth, interfering with the corners. Calculate the weight of the beam and estimate the beampattern and associated metrics
calculate_beamforming_weights_and_evaluation_different_arrays. The beam/evaluation metrics for Call analysis rearrange_directional_response_measures to rearrange the data to build goals. Include the settings in FigConfig to display arrays, beams, and metrics of interest. Call PlotDirectionalResponse2DAllArrays for a waterfall beampattern plot as a
function of angle and frequency. Call PlotDirectionalResponseMeasuresAllArrays to build interest evaluation metrics as a frequency function. Call PlotFrequencyRange to build a range of frequencies and beams of interest. Call PlotLSBDirRespError to build a bug between the achieved and target beams for the least beam squares. Call PlotBFWeights to build
developed weights in frequency or domain time. TestBeamforming3D.m is the equivalent scenario described above, but performs 3D design and evaluation and uses circular_rigid_cylinder and spherical_rigid_cylinder. Page 2 Thanks for downloading the microphone array of beamforming tools! This is the Matlab library of microphone arrays and beam
shapes developed during our research. Therefore, we share with researchers a tool that they can use to promote their work, not necessarily the flawless implementation of Matlab. This file explains the basic principles of the toolkit. Different files are organized in subflanders depending on their purpose. MIT License (see LICENSE file) Citation This toolkit was
implemented to create a simulation of the array of microphones described in Blanco Galindo, M., Jackson. J. B (2020). The geometry of the microphone array for horizontal capture of the spatial sound object with the help of a beam form. In the journal of the Society of Audio Engineering, 68 (5), 324--337. Where appropriate, users of the toolkit are
encouraged to refer to the above article. Contact Miguel Blanco Galindo - mblancogalindo@gmail.com Philip Coleman, Institue Recordings, University of Surrey - p.d.coleman@surrey.ac.uk TestBeamfoming script To begin with, open the TestBeamforming file.m in subfolder scripts. This file will be the starting point for implementing high-level tools. Make sure
you add folder and all subfolders in your Matlab way. TestBeamforming.m does it by default. TestBeamforming structure.m as follows: Specify the array (s) to be used. Setting up array modeling conditions and calculating the array is diverse. Set up beam modeling conditions and calculate beam weights and score indicators. Beam plot/evaluation metrics for
analysis. Array geometry: Choose from: linear_bs (wide side), linear_ef (ultimate fire), circular, two-circular, multi-circular, square, rectangular, circular_grid, circular_rigid_sphere, circular_rigid_cylinder, stacked_circular (vertically folded circular), stacked_circular_rigid_cylinder, spherical, spherical_rigid_sphere. Number of microphones Radius Potential
simulation errors such as positioning shift, calibration error and self-noise sensor can be turned on. To override all simulatiuon errors with a single attribute, install SensorOffet (according to TestBeamforming.m). The design of the array is based on configArray call settings. The result is an array of cells called ConfigAllArrays, which has information about the
above settings. In addition, you can transfer the positions of the MicPos microphone to the arbitrary array on the innumerable line 52 (and commenting on line 50 of). Set up and calculate an array of diverse supply of additional information configAllArrays that we just created. This information is mainly related to the ArrayManifold calculation, so it is included in
a field called ArrayMan in this variable: LookDistance: select from a far field (to spread flat waves) or a focal point center (for the distribution of point sources). SteerSpace: Choose from 2Daz, 2Del (horizontal and vertical cylindrical sound fields respectively) or 3D (spherical sound field) SteerGrid: for 3D SteerSpace you can choose SteerGrid. SteerGrid.Type
sets up a sampling scheme. Choose from: Single (almost uniform), Lebedev, Equilateral, Gaussian, TruncatedIcosahedron. SteerGrid.Points sets the number of sampling points. Depending on the type steerGrid.Type, SteerGrid.Points can be adjusted to find the nearest possible values, or throw an error (e.g. Lebedev if it is not within its set by AzResolution:
It is easier for 2Daz to specify the number of sampling points in azimuth. Set ElResolution to 1. ElResolution: It's easier for 2Del to specify the number of sampling points in height. Set AzResolution to PerformerDistance: distance from the sound source (when LookDistance is equal to only the focal point) PerformerAngle: the height or azimuth angle of the
plane when SteerSpace is 2Daz or 2Del, respectively, and LookDistance is equal only to the focal point. The filter is another Config field in relation to the frequency vector (and then on the beam form), with the following fields: Fs: sampling frequency. FreqMode: Select one of the discrete frequencies for the individual vector or filter for the FFT vector from 0 to
Fs/2 evenly selected. Nfft: Number of FFT points for the FreqMode filter. FreqVector: frequency vector. Calculate an array of diversity based on settings above the GetArrayManifold call. Setting and calculating beam weights and evaluating Additonal settings for the filter field in Config: Method: is a radiation-shaped method (s). Use an array of cells to be
compatible with multiple methods. Choose from: ds (delay and amount), sda (super-directional array), mvdr (minimum response distortion variance), lcmv (linearly contrasted minimum variance), acc (acoustic contrast control) and ls (least squares). ls: if the ls method is needed, additional parameters are needed: ls.mode: type of target pattern. Choose from
hypercardioids, cardioids or chebyshev. ls.order: order of the target template as an integer. Ls. Equalizer: the ability to equalize the answer in the direction of view when the inversion rolls off the beam. RegMethod: A type of approach to regularization. Choose from: external (explicit diagonal load normalization option) or wnglimit (lower security boundary
based on white amplification noise (WNG) restriction). RegParam: RegMethod value. If RegMethod is equal to the external, it is the regularization of the diagonal load, and if it is equal to wnglimit, it is the WNG limit in dB (where positive values imply an increase in reliability when the beam output). Field Scene defines the following under the fields: Goals:
values corresponding to target sources. Targets.Gain: amplitude of equivalent target source (s) (in natural units). Goals. L x 2, where L is the number of directions of view and 2 refers to height and azimuth (in this order). Interferers: values corresponding to the sources of intervention (if necessary for beam type such as MVDR and LCMV). Interferers.Gain:
amplitude of equivalent source of intervention (s) (in natural units). Interferers.Angle: Corners of the Target Source (s). L x (2'I), where I am the number of indications. Thus, for each direction of the view there will be a row of height and azimuth, interfering with the corners. Calculate the weight of the beam and estimate the beampattern and associated metrics
calculate_beamforming_weights_and_evaluation_different_arrays. The beam/evaluation metrics for Call analysis rearrange_directional_response_measures to rearrange the data to build goals. Include the settings in FigConfig to display arrays, beams, and metrics of interest. Call For the waterfall the beam area as a function of angle and frequency. Call
PlotDirectionalResponseMeasuresAllArrays to build interest evaluation metrics as a frequency function. Call PlotFrequencyRange to build a range of frequencies and beams of interest. Call PlotLSBDirRespError to build a bug between the achieved and target beams for the least beam squares. Call PlotBFWeights to build developed weights in frequency or
domain time. TestBeamforming3D.m is the equivalent scenario described above, but performs 3D design and evaluation and uses circular_rigid_cylinder and spherical_rigid_cylinder. spherical_rigid_cylinder.
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